Establishment of NSA Registry for Consultants

S/ASST (Mr Friedman) PERS 10 June 1954 Comment No. 1 RFJohnson/60697

1. Attached is draft of a new Regulation proposed by the Personnel Division for the purpose of establishing the NSA Registry for Consultants which will provide for the centralization of procurement and effective Agency utilization of consultants, experts and advisors. This regulation has been prepared at the direction of the Chief of Staff, and has the tentative concurrence of both Special Assistants to the Director.

2. Any recommended revisions or additions to this Regulation as proposed should be in the Personnel Division by noon, 21 June 1954.

(s)

DUNCAN SINCLAIR
Colonel, USA

Incl -
Draft of Proposed NSA Regulation
Information copy furnished
Chief of Staff

TO: PERS
FROM: S/ASST (Mr. Friedman) 14 June 1954 Comment#2 60493

1. Recommend approval of the proposed draft regulation.

2. Recommend that this regulation be implemented as soon as possible.

WILLIAM F. FRIEDMAN
Special Assistant

Approved for Release by NSA on 07-18-2014 pursuant to E.O. 13526